Abstract. What is a "complex system"? The two-dimensional (2D) foam, as originally popularised by Cyril Stanley Smith, provides an ideal context to explore this question.
Introduction
In the first half of the twentieth century, solid state physics evolved towards an ever greater concentration with the perfect single crystal. There can be no denying its spectacular success: indeed it largely exhausted the interest of some of its traditional preoccupations. For example, it required only a couple of decades to progress from questioning the reality of the Fermi Surface [1] to establishing its every detail for all the many cases of interest. A definite feeling of ennui was detectable (or directly expressed) among the leading practitioners of the subject. This was entirely misguided. Even within its narrow definition, solid state physics was to pose fresh challenges and applications right up to today and no doubt beyond.
At the same time, there was a move to broaden the field by admitting to it a range of disordered materials that had been set aside as too ill-defined to be worthy of much consideration. Polycrystalline and amorphous solids, emulsions, liquid and solid foams and biological materials are examples.
Neville Mott, whose long career took him far and wide in the physics of solids, turned to amorphous semiconductors. While recognizing the dilemma of the theorist when faced with results that varied from one laboratory to the next (everyone spoke of "my germanium", he complained at international conferences), Mott managed to extract some generic problems that could be tackled by the theorist.
The change of heart had been called for long before, by Cyril Stanley Smith, who began as a metallurgist and ended up as a historian (some might say a philosopher) of solid state physics. Nature and man's own artifacts present us with an extraordinarily rich variety of subtle structures, he said, in comparison to the lifeless rigidity of a single crystal. It was time (in 1950) to address the whole field of materials science, instead of one very special corner of it [2, 3] .
Smith's ideas were tentative, and he failed to foresee the crucial development that would unlock the wider field for sophisticated theory. This was the explosive growth in computer power, enabling simulation to replace and augment analytical theory. His colleague John von Neumann at MIT was more farsighted in that respect, declaring that nonlinear mathematics would be revolutionized by computation.
With hindsight, Smith may be seen as a prophet of "complexity" within materials science, although he may never have used the term. He talked of randomness, disorder, hierarchy etc., all aspects of this fashionable subject today. Closer to our own times, P.W. Anderson lamented an attack ("more is different") on reductionism, particularly in solid state physics. Pietronero [4] has recounted this episode and the present meaning of complexity.
Whenever Smith wished to explain where his ideas were headed, he turned to his favourite system, the two-dimensional (2D) soap froth. He was proud of having identified it as a prototype for what we today call "soft matter", but he might be astonished to know that it remains a focus of research today. In his own time, his was a voice crying in the wilderness.
Liquid foam, particularly its 2D form, is indeed an ideal test-bed for the exploration of much more general problems: the geometry and topology of disordered structures, their aging and evolution, eventual collapse, internal fluid dynamics, rheology etc.. All can be directly witnessed in the 2D foam. Many of the properties of interest are generic: that is, they do not depend on the particular constituents of the foam. For example, aqueous foams stabilised by different surfactants have similar properties, up to a point.
So may we call a 2D foam a complex system?
Complexity
In the present rush to develop research programmes in complexity, the very meaning of the word has often been poorly specified. In particular, there is some confusion between mathematical "complexity theory" and the physicist's use of the term. Complexity theory has arisen in mathematics out of the need to characterize the degree of difficulty of computational problems. This in turn has deeply influenced pure mathematicians, so that current notions of the meaning of "randomness" are expressed in terms of programming and information content [5] . This kind of complexity theory may well overlap with the physicist's conception, but it is not the same. In physics "complexity" is close to "emergence". It speaks of those properties that emerge from systems of interacting entities (particles, network nodes, even people) that are not simply inherent in their individual characteristics, or derivable from them by simple averaging procedures.
A system that displays such properties may be called complex. It may still have many properties that are more straightforward, and indeed some properties may only be complex when scrutinized at some high level of precision. [6, 7, 8] . Recently, simulations of 2D foam are often performed using the Surface Evolver software of by Ken Brakke [9, 10] . Figure 1 shows a 2D foam of the kind that Smith made, i.e. an ordinary foam squeezed between two glass plates, together with an example of a computer simulation.
The complexity of foam
An example of a physical property that is not, at first sight, complex is the shear modulus of the foam, which may be well estimated by simple arguments based on its local structure and surface tension [11] . Only if we look for great precision does the subtle disordered arrangement (and the consequent non-affine displacements under shear) come into play. The complex pattern of the local displacements becomes ever more important in wet foams of high liquid fraction, and the 2D foam promises to help in understanding the problems of "jamming" [12] . But even for the dry foam, it presents us with a problem, through its effect on the Herschel-Bulkley relation, that has yet to be solved, as will be discussed below.
Smith's own immediate interest in 2D foam was in the equilibrium structure itself. Locally it conforms to the equilibrium rules of Plateau [13] (see also [11] ), balancing liquid surface tension and gas pressure everywhere, and requiring all vertices to be three-fold. Plateau's rules of equilibrium have at least one trivial consequence, that the average number of sides of the polygonal cells is exactly six in the limit of a large sample (Euler's theorem). But other statistical measures such as Aboav's correlation of the number of sides of neighbouring cells [14, 15, 16] pose a complex problem and remain largely unexplained. It is curious that this particular correlation holds for many quite different cellular systems, although there are some notable exceptions [17] .
It takes the form
where m(n) is the average number of sides of cells which are neighbours of n-sided cells, µ 2 is the second moment of the distribution of the number of sides and the parameter a exhibits some variation among the many natural cellular patterns that show the correlation. The meaning of a as parameter remains, at least for these authors, mysterious. But Smith was most excited by the way in which the 2d foam slowly evolves in time. The permeation of gas from smaller bubbles to larger ones progressively removes the smallest ones and the foam continually coarsens, that is, the average bubble diameter increases. If we assume that the system tends towards a steady state, such that it remains (statistically) the same as it coarsens, the scaling of cell size d with time t follows trivially from dimensional arguments, as d ∝ t 1/2 . But can we prove that such is the case? Here is another genuinely complex question, not answered as yet in any rigorous manner, although approximate treatments based on rate equations yield results consistent with this dependence [18] . Equally the constant of proportionality (d/t 1/2 ) is largely unexplained.
A further area of complexity is prescribed by foam rheology, going beyond elasticity to plasticity and flow. Here we encounter a further ambiguity of terminology. Foam is a "complex fluid", but this usually is taken to mean little more than "non-Newtonian".
In 2001, Débregeas et al. [19] performed a rheological measurement on Smith's 2D foam, which had the simplicity and directness that makes for a definitive experiment. They used a 2D Couette rheometer with a rotating inner boundary and found that the consequent shear was localized close to the moving boundary. Subsequent contributions by experimental and theoretical groups have not yet settled upon a full explanation of this phenomenon of "localization" [20, 21, 22, 12, 23, 24, 25] . It is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows results of recent computer simulations [26] .
At least for high rates of shear, the effect seems not to be essentially "complex": that is, it can be explained as a consequence of the drag of the confining plates exerted upon the moving foam, in an elementary continuum theory [28] , or by elementary arguments based on the principle of minimum dissipation.
However, looking deeper we perceive complexity in the parameters of that continuum theory, and make contact with a much wider scenario that includes the mechanical properties of glasses, gels and granular materials. The matter in question is the power-law which enters the Herschel-Bulkley constitutive relation. This has been a traditional part of the empiricism of rheometry for a long time. Once the yield stress is exceeded, the excess stress varies as some power of the strain rate. Whereas we might naively expect a linear dependence (the Bingham model) this is hardly ever found in soft matter. Instead the index is usually close to 1/2, and in the present case, experiments and simulations find values roughly in the range 0.3 -0.6 [29, 12, 30, 31, 26] .
Simulations that use simple linear forms for local forces and dissipation still obtain such values [30] . The conclusion must be that the power law is not directly attributable to these -the problem is complex. Accordingly, many ideas are in the air, as to the origin of the power law. They involve cascades of topological changes, distribution of relaxation times, and other attributes of a complex system, but the definitive explanation seems elusive.
Power laws are a common feature in the description of the dynamics of complex systems and have often been linked to the concept of self-organised criticality [32] . This has been directly invoked in a number of papers devoted to foam properties, including cascades of bubble rearrangements in foam rheology [33, 34] (although questioned by Durian [35] ) and cascades of popping bubbles in foam collapse [36, 37, 38] .
Conclusion
The 2d foam has more than fulfilled C.S. Smith's original statement of its promise, which was to lead us into complexity along a comparatively well-defined path. Whenever the 2d foam presents us with complex phenomena to think about, it does so in the ideal context of a system that is clearly stated, visualised and simulated. It still has much to teach us about complexity, and is, for example, invoked in addressing the form and development of cellular tissues in biology [39] .
As large-scale simulations become even more practical, they will continue to underline and sharpen the problems posed by experiment, and pose fresh ones as well. The theory that can close the book on each complex effect is not easily won.
